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Abstract:
The COVID-19 crisis has affected a radical shift in the learning process, with conventional approaches giving way to online learning. Such an approach necessitates appropriate infrastructure and sufficient human resources. This study shows the failure of suddenly implementing online learning in an emergency. This study employs a qualitative descriptive approach by collecting data through online interviews with students and lecturers at the Kediri Institute of Islamic Studies. It finds that online education has reduced students and lecturers' independence owing to three factors. First, institutions' bureaucratic procurement channels and limited funding allocation have resulted in unmet infrastructural needs. Second, lecturers have not been prepared to adapt to online learning, which requires different attitudes and competencies than conventional learning. Third, students and their families have been unable to handle the expense of internet access in their rural homes, where such infrastructure is limited. This study recommends a more comprehensive study that contrasts the effects of COVID-19 on different types of schools and social classes, as this would provide a strong basis for evaluating the government's ability to continue providing education in emergencies.
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Introduction
The ongoing novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has severely challenged social education. Around the world, governments and institutions have implemented physical and social distancing policies in response to COVID-19 and its rapid spread. As a result, despite a lack of infrastructure, there has been a shift from a conventional learning approach to a much-maligned online one—one that has long been rejected as potentially transforming embedded values.1 In other

words, COVID-19 has created a situation in which education providers have been forced to adapt to meet human needs.

Technology adoption studies have fallen into two main categories. The first are those that examine the infrastructure, technology literacy, and human resources necessary to implement internet-based education. Where these are lacking, there tends to be a reluctance to adopt online education technology. Kist & Brodie show that technology often fails to function correctly, disrupting the learning process. Furthermore, students’ technology literacy correlates directly with their online learning achievements. Government regulations have similarly promoted conventional offline approaches to education. Second are studies that show that the adoption of online learning systems directly affects lecturer–student relations, promoting depersonalization and transforming their value systems. Jamil & Tasir stated that online learning systems offer only a limited platform for social involvement and emotional expression. Rose (2015) even argues that the depersonalization of education results in students “losing face,” having “less empathy and ethics,” and undergoing “education without relations.”

However, such doubts and objections have been squashed in the face of the rapid spread of COVID-19. This article seeks to provide a detailed exploration of online learning in a rural institution whose students mostly come from farming families. Few studies have considered how smaller educational institutions in rural areas, where poverty is rampant, have adopted online
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learning. This study argues that these limitations have hindered not only the implementation of online learning but also the general adoption of technology; ultimately, this limits these institutions' ability to transfer knowledge to students.

This article explores educational institutions' current dilemma. On the one hand, educational institutions have no choice but to implement online learning—despite their limitations due to physical and social distancing policies. On the other hand, inadequate online education cannot realize the mission and vision of education. The adoption of electronic learning in the wake of COVID-19 has not been used as a reason for improving infrastructure quality and providing education for all, nor as an opportunity for transformation. Instead, these shortcomings have been justified and "accepted" as an inevitable part of life.

From Offline To Online Learning

Online learning is an alternative means of systematically applying technology to facilitate students' learning, broaden their competencies, and provide new experiences. Online learning, also known as e-learning, may be defined as using internet technologies and networks to convey interactive and innovative materials and facilitate learning. According to Wang, Shannon, & Ross, online learning tends to provide students with more effective learning strategies and increase their control, motivation, and satisfaction. Online learning produces new communities with a specific interest in and commitment to collaboratively and interactively learning in an electronic environment. Yacob et al. argue that online learning has four main goals: ease of access, increased interactions, systematic learning, and flexible access to a broad spectrum of knowledge. Online learning enables students to make time to discuss educational materials and thereby develop themselves collaboratively.

---

Online learning refers to transferring knowledge and skills through internet technology (i.e., e-learning). It enables students to learn at any time and place, reducing costs. In its practice and application, online learning is intended to increase the efficiency of learning; where conventional learning positions teachers as central and dominant actors, providing information, assignments, and evaluations, teachers monitor students’ search for information in online education.

Online learning drives students to think critically and actively search for information. Bovermann & Bastiaens argue that online learning motivates students to think creatively and be individually responsible for their education, as knowledge can be applied more quickly and easily. It also has a broader scope and more robust materials than conventional systems. At the same time, however, students become dependent on technology and information networks.

Implementing online learning is complex in developing countries such as Indonesia. According to Sari, many Indonesian educators are unprepared to adopt new approaches because they remain constrained by the conventional systems and mindsets. Capogna argues that this is exacerbated by educators’ and students’ limited access to technology due to insufficient funding and institutional support. The state, similarly, has only halfheartedly supported the development of information technology and integrated technology into the education system.

Available facilities do not maximally support independent learning, and many students lack the skills and
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competencies necessary for accessing online media. Consequently, online education cannot be readily or broadly implemented.

Technology literacy is the main requirement for online learning, and Somaratne (2016) argues that its implementation has been constrained by limited socialization and poor infrastructure. Often, students do not have adequate internet access and rarely use internet applications for their online discussions. Xu & Jaggars argue that there is a significant gap between students' learning achievements in the conventional and online systems, with the latter being considerably lower. They add that students experience a higher level of dissatisfaction, isolation, and confusion during online learning and that their involvement in the learning process is limited.

Online learning poses several problems. If students cannot see the faces of their peers, they cannot adjust their behavior to recognize their peers' race and gender. Indeed, they often act more individually, relying more on technology than human interactions. Meanwhile, Rath finds that literacy suffers when students rely on technology as a learning medium and material.

Technology is no longer something 'learned' by students but rather something 'with which students learn.' Globalization has influenced education worldwide, causing rapid structural transformations in the information and communication systems. However, this new approach to learning—identified as cheaper and more practical than 'traditional' approaches, as it does not require students to attend classes physically—cannot replace conventional systems if it is inappropriately provided. Indeed, Moore et al. doubt that online strategies can convey materials clearly and comprehensively. There is concern that online learning can cause the depersonalization of education.
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Method

The research was conducted in a small city in East Java, Indonesia. In this rural institution, most students come from farming families and lack knowledge of information technology. As such, they have had difficulty transitioning from offline to online education. A lack of internet infrastructure has exacerbated this; the available bandwidth is insufficient to fulfill the needs of the institution's 12,400 students and 360 lecturers.

Data were collected through WhatsApp groups for students and lecturers. Fifteen students were interviewed to collect information regarding their learning process, experiences, obstacles, and families' backgrounds (including their income source and ability to access critical Internet systems). Six lecturers who have continued teaching during this time of crisis were interviewed to reveal their involvement and experiences with online education. Administrators were interviewed online regarding the institution's physical and social distancing policies and their use of online learning to combat COVID-19.

Recognizing that online learning is a new experience for many lecturers, interviews also sought to identify the difficulties and obstacles they experienced. Technology literacy levels were also mapped during the data collection process. Various challenges were identified through interviews with persons involved in implementing emergency policies.

Results And Discussion

The adoption of education technology has been limited and sometimes even rejected. Such technology is expensive and requires a paradigm shift amongst students and educators. In the conventional top-down approach to education, the teacher has the sole authority to transfer knowledge, while students passively accept this information.

The COVID-19 pandemic has challenged this approach. Prevalent paradigms and beliefs regarding education have given way to electronic learning as institutions have committed themselves to be physical and social distancing. This study explores institutions' difficulty implementing information technology, educators' difficulty adapting to this technology, and students’ ability to use such learning media.

Infrastructure and Internet-Based Education

Under the Circular of the Minister of Higher Education and Research No. 4 of 2020, online education is necessary to respond to the COVID-19 emergency. This has been implemented at the Kediri Institute of Islamic Studies through Rector No. 172/IN Circular.36/PP.09/03/2020 requires all learning activities to be conducted online to control the COVID-19 pandemic. However, at the institutional level, this approach to education is significantly hindered by a lack of
funding. According to administrators, the Kediri Institute of Islamic Studies—under the purview of the Ministry of Religion—must consult and coordinate with the ministry before making any changes to its budget. As such, funding cannot be allocated for online learning without ministerial approval, even in the current state of emergency.

Due to these bureaucratic constraints, infrastructure improvements (such as bandwidth expansion) cannot be made quickly. Although the Center for Databases and Information Technology has created tutorials to help lecturers and students use online learning, the limited funding availability has hindered this process. Furthermore, this bureaucratic inflexibility has left administrators unable to compensate students for the cost of internet access—even though Circular requires this of the Minister of Higher Education and Research No. 4 of 2020.

The institution lacks any crisis, as it has yet to take any emergency measures to continue its educational processes or ensure that students receive the education they have paid for. Since classes were canceled, students have demanded the return of their tuition fees. This demand has not been fulfilled, as the institution must coordinate with the central government before making any financial decisions. Institutional autonomy is insufficient to address the crisis.

Lecturers' Technology Literacy

Most lecturers lack technology literacy and are thus reluctant to adopt online learning systems. Generally, they have only used information technology to find references and communicate with others. As such, most have been unable to independently understand the tutorials created by the Center for Databases and Information Technology instead of requiring support to understand the applications and the language they use.

According to the Center for Databases and Information Technology, only 30 lecturers at the Kediri Institute of Islamic Education have accessed electronic learning and classroom applications; this represents only 8% of the institution's 360 lecturers. Others use WhatsApp Groups and Zoom. Most lecturers have argued that electronic learning and classroom applications are too complicated to use, requiring new skills and abilities.

Lecturers have three main complaints. First, they feel it is too difficult to prepare the required Semester Learning Plans (which cover the materials, methods, evaluation systems, and indicators used). By ministerial guidelines, all lecturers must file these plans before teaching, and program qualification depends on their completion. Second, lecturers feel that online learning systems hinder their ability to convey their knowledge and their students' ability to voice their difficulties with course materials. Lecturers believe classroom interactions facilitate communication, allowing students to understand course materials better. Third, owing to the inflexibility of e-learning
applications, lecturers perceive these programs as limiting their ability to use dynamic and innovative lesson plans.

The complaints indicate that lecturers have been shocked by a shift from conventional learning methods to electronic ones. Online learning necessitates a student-centered and participatory sharing of knowledge, one for which lecturers and students are unprepared.

**Students' Objective Conditions and Obstacles**

According to data from the Academic Office, 80% of the 11,600 active students at the Kediri Institute of Islamic Studies are from rural villages. In these villages, where students have resided since the lockdown policy, internet access is limited; students thus cannot readily access online classes. Online interviews indicated that students required Rp. 30,000 (approximately US$2.00) to attend a single 75-minute class. Attending 10 classes a week would thus cost Rp. 300,000; for many, this is more than they ordinarily spend on all of their expenses combined.

To attend online classes, students also require more advanced cellular phones than they usually use. Students have generally only used their gadgets to find literature, information, and social communication. Students' families must bear a significant financial burden, exacerbated by these families' already tricky financial situation in this crisis.

Students' limited technology literacy poses another challenge. They have been unable to independently follow the tutorials prepared by the Center for Databases and Information Technology, and many have required support. The Center, however, lacks the human resources to provide the necessary guidance. This is further complicated by distance and time factors.

As a result, lecturers have avoided unfairly burdening students by tasking them independently and reviewing the literature. Students’ end-of-term evaluations are based on these reviews. Materials are also provided for students to study independently. Administrative requirements for learning activities are thus met, even as students continue to experience difficulty and fail to achieve the expected learning competencies.

**Conclusion**

In responding to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Indonesian government has sought to use online learning as a replacement for classroom learning. However, such online learning has been limited by a failure to improve students' competencies and general academic failure. This study shows that online learning has been sub-optimal for three reasons. First, institutions have not provided students with the necessary internet infrastructure, and inflexible and bureaucratic procurement processes have hindered efforts to install said infrastructure. Second, lecturers' lack of technology literacy has left them unwilling to utilize online learning systems. Semester Learning Plans cannot be quickly drafted; interactions are stiff and stagnant, and materials are not conveyed...
in their entirety. Third, students lack technology literacy and are required to cover all costs, which has hindered the learning process.

This study has shown that online learning has been ineffective because the necessary infrastructure and human resources are lacking. Without proper preparation, the shift to online education has not provided the opportunities imagined by the government. This has been exacerbated by the state's failure to manage information and provide support. Online learning requires active participation, while students and lecturers are more familiar with the conventional lecturer-oriented system. Implementing electronic learning in response to the COVID-19 pandemic has only burdened lecturers and students. This crisis has not been used to improve the existing situation or cultivate the necessary competencies for open and participatory learning. Somewhat, shortcomings in the system have been excused and concealed.

Limitations And Opportunities For Further Research

This study has focused on only one case and cannot be readily generalized. Understanding COVID-19's broader implications for global education will ultimately require a historical approach that can understand the objective conditions that have provided the foundation for the adoption of internet technology. Such a study must compare and contrast the experiences of diverse educational institutions, as informed by their specific characteristics.
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